Eine wichtige Botschaft von der Solaren Hierarchie,
übermittelt durch B. (Berthold) Chales-de Beaulieu!
·
(following below in English language)

An important message from the Solar Hierarchy,
transmitted by B. (Berthold) Chales-de Beaulieu!

MESSAGE
(Please, who is able to translate the following letter into Arabic, Yiddish, Russian, Spanish, Swedish,
Norwegian, Hungarian, Yugoslav, Greek, Indian, Chinese or French?
Please do that and send it on!)

Dear Hezbollah, dear Jews and all presidents, emperors and kings!
"So far, we have been silent, hoping that you will become rational on your own.
However, the situation is now so acute that a world conflagration arises that no one will
escape!"
For me as the transmitter, now 85 years old, I could not care less, but I got the mission from
the circle of the archangels and of Buddha, Odin, Allah, Jahve, Jesus and Mohammed to send
this message to you.
Beforehand be explained that since 50 years I have be able to consciously and almost every
night to leave my body. So I was summoned by the highest authority:
"We on the astral side are in the highest concern for your planet and we cannot understand
that you are all unable to understand that violence is only creating violence.
Make peace finally! It is now time to realize that only unconditional peace can guarantee you
people survival.
Specifically, the Islamists be told: Stop the suicide bombers! They will not be rewarded in the
astral world. They are treated there as murderers. Also the terrorist attacks will rated as
homicide.
All religions institutions be informed: There is only one god! And how you name and worship
him, is absolutely equal and certainly not a reason to fight each other.
The business leaders be told: Eliminate the unproductive money gain!
We have sent the humanity a philosopher. He is the greatest thinker since Kant. You can find
him in Germany and his name is Johannes Heinrichs. He has found THE SOLUTION for a new
world order.

We call on all politicians, religious leaders and business leaders to look at this solution!
Send this message around the world!"

In the name of the Solar Hierarchy and the Archangels

Allah and Jahve
on behalf Berthold Chales-de Beaulieu
(spiritual and astral health practitioner)

